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Mitigate Risk and Fraud

The Problem
Procurement misuse, abuse, and inefficiency continues to be a challenge for 
state governments, driven by large transaction volumes and pressure to reduce 
costs. Purchase cards, an increasingly common procurement method, provide 
financial incentives such as rebates and reduce manual processes for staff; 
However, increased usage has lead to new challenges around compliance, 
misuse, and fraud risk. In fact, 93% of government officials believed fraud, 
waste, and abuse rates will be maintained or increase in 2021.1

Financial managers, procurement specialists, investigators, and auditors analyze millions 

of cardholder transactions every year to find patterns of fraud and misuse. This process is 

tedious and often relies on business rules that create large alert volumes and miss complex 

misuse patterns.

Become the standard for 
accountable and efficient 
government: 

 Build taxpayer trust 
 Monitor 100% 
 of transactions  
 

 Protect taxpayer dollars 
 Find 10% to 30%
 More misuse, abuse, or fraud  annually2

 

 Increase team productivity 
 Save 1,000+ hrs
 Annually reviewing only  
 riskiest transactions

1 Thomson Reuters 2021 Government fraud, waste, and abuse study 
2  Notes: (a) current manually-detected potential fraud subtracted from solution value,  
(b) validated prediction scores indicate potential 24% increase in accuracy
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PERFECT MEMORY
• Machine Learning models handle hundreds of data features  

and millions of examples to learn nuanced patterns, significantly 
improving fraud detection

• Combining domain expertise with raw data further increases  
the ability of the models to spot risk

RISK EXPLANATION
• Suspicious characteristics in each flagged transaction help 

investigators understand why a transaction is suspicious

• Relationships in the data are clearly presented to users to draw 
insights, take action, and build trust

CONTINUOUS LEARNING 
• User feedback and outcome data are passed back into the 

system, creating a feedback loop that allows models to adapt 
over time

• Dynamic models avoid accuracy decay and pick up on evolving 
and novel fraud strategies

How Can AI Help Your State?

• AI systems ingest all past payment data to learn patterns  
of suspicious or anomalous activity

• AI reviews all new transactions and automatically flags those  
with high risk or unusual characteristics that warrant investigation

• Investigators prioritize AI-flagged payments for detailed review  
and give the AI model feedback to further improve accuracy

Benefits of AI Enabled Procurement Misuse Detection

Stronger 
accountability  
and public trust

Greater transparency 
into spending and 
understanding of risk

Centralized and efficient 
process and increased  
team productivity 

Reduced fraud  
and misuse

AI You Can Trust

1,000,000+

>$6.3B

514%

33.33%
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